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ATTENTION 

WEARING OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHES AND COMPLIANCE WITH WORK 

SAFETY REGULATIONS ARE IMPORTANT DURING THE OPERATION OF 

YOUR INDUCTION OVEN AND OBTAINING CASTING. COMPLY WITH WORK 

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AND WARN THOSE WHO DO NOT OBEY THEM. 

THE OPERATING PROCESS OF UBCO INDUCTION FURNACES 

                        Melting with induction is a process which uses electromagnetic induction for the 

purpose of warming up. The metal that will be melted warms up with its own internal resistance and 

the current which is formed by the electromagnetic field in one bobbin. As the metal melts; it is 

important the quantity of the power that passes from bobbin to metal and the frequency of the voltage 

in the bobbin. When the frequency is high, the current goes through the surface. This is called ‘skin 

effect ‘in electricity. Cross-section of the surface which belongs to current is called ‘penetration depth. 

It is connected with the frequency. If the frequency increases, it decreases. This means; current-passed 

cross-section of the metal is decreasing. The electrical resistance of a metal is related with its cross-

section, length, and resistivity. 

The heat energy 

comes out as a loss at the 

conductor because of the 

resistance that occurs at 

every current moved- 

conductor. The quantity of 

this energy is calculating 

with     I2 R formula. That is 

the main logic. 

The bobbin of the furnace transfers the power to the metal. Bobbin absorbs reactive power. 

Parallel condensers which are connected with bobbin companses the power. Besides they display 

changeable impedance that is related to the frequency of the voltage. With the change of this 

impedance; the worth of the current and the power can be changed. 

Parallel bobbins and condensers forms the ‘parallel resonance circuit’. The power that this 

circuit absorbs increases when it is near the frequency of resonance and finally it has the peak position. 

Basically; converter, condenser unit, furnace, hydraulic centre and cooling system are parts of 

the induction furnace. 
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Converter is used for producing the melting power for the metal. 

Firstly; straight voltage is 

formed by semi-conducting 

directors. And later this is used for 

alternative current with medium 

frequency.  

The alternative current produces the alternative electromagnetic field in the bobbin. 

The furnace is the place that has 

bobbins and the melting process area. It is 

strong against mechanic and heat 

compulsions. It has hydraulic pistons at 

both of the two sides to empty melted metal 

to the patterns. 

The hydraulic centre gives lifting power to the furnace pistons. 

The furnace is lifted 95
o
 by the pistons for the purpose of emptying 

melted metal. At the same time, it has a hand pump for the 

emergency. 
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The induction furnace system is a 

high current system. The converter circuit, 

cables with cooling water system and 

bobbins always warm up. There is a cooling 

system with cool water in case increasing 

the effects of cooling and preventing from 

side effects because of high temperature. 

Mainly it has two parts which is called: 

‘inside cooling water ‘that cools electrical 

circuits of the converter and ‘outside 

cooling water’ that circulates furnaces and 

exchangers. 

Inside cooling water exposes to voltage as 

circulating converter circuits. Inside cooling water (de-

ionizer) is pure water that is reinforced with resins because 

of preventing electrolysis as a result of this voltage. The 

worth of conductivity of inside cooling water is measured 

and controlled with water conductivity card. It is warned 

about changing de-ionizer with a PLC message and a horn 

in this situation: the worth of conductivity passes over the 

limits on account of breaking down the de-ionizer. 

It circuits outside cooling water furnaces and 

exchangers. The pump which is selected for an effective 

cooling has enough features to supply necessary water 

pressure and flow. The water that circuits over the system 

is network water. 

IMPORTANT:  

- IN WINTER, YOU HAVE TO ADD ETYLEN MONO GLUCOL 30 % PERCENT OF 

PURE WATER USED IN SYSTEM TO PREVENT FREEZING INTERNAL COOLING 

WATER BECAUSE OF COLD WEATHER.  

- IF YOUR SYSTEM HAS A RADIATOR, YOU HAVE TO ADD ETYLEN MONO 

GLUCOL OR ANTIFREEZE 30 % PERCENT OF WATER RESERVOIR OF 

RADIATOR TO THE EXTERNAL WATER SYSTEM TO PREVENT FREEZING. 

- IF YOUR SYSTEM HAS NO RADITOR, THE EXTERNAL WATER POMPS HAVE 

TO BE RUN TO PREVENT FREEZING 24 HOURS ALL THE TIME. 

( THIS MAINTENANCE SHOULD BE MADE EVERY YEAR REGULARLY.  
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Converter 

Converter is an electricity system which transforms the energy that is needed for warming up 

the metals by induction and melting them, into different worth’s from network voltage as a voltage and 

frequency worth. It provides rectifier, shock bobbin, inverter, power condensers, and preventive 

circuits from extreme voltage, RC snubber circuits and control circuits. 

The power is always controlled by electronic cards 

at UBCO production induction furnaces. The quantity of the 

power that is transferred from bobbin to metal; must be 

stable for the purpose of the most productive warming up. 

On the other hand; bobbin voltage frequency is changeable 

according to the charge at that moment. Using this 

principle; stable power is absorbed at every section of 

warming up process. It also has a control system which 

prevents to absorb reactive power, even when   the furnace 

has insufficient charge. According to this process; power 

factor and yield is stable at various charge conditions. 

Rectifier 

It is a part that controls the absorbed voltage according to the power and directs the three phase 

voltage. It is full-control and bridge type. DC voltage is regulated to desirable full power worth. It is 

able to keep the absorbed power stable, if the entrance network voltage waves including the tolerances. 

Controlling the necessary power for melting occurs at rectifier. 

The power is controlled with the alert angles of the thyristor at the rectifier. It is provided by 

the rectifier control card. The card has necessary circuits to bring control logic for a safe and yield 

system. Voltage, power and current are always controlled by these circuits. The system removes the 

positions, which is seems to be dangerous, as a safety programmed when the limit worth occurs. 

It has a free-wheeling diode at the exit of the rectifier. System does not have any energy from 

the shutting down moment on; as a result of the activity of this diode. It empties the energy that is 

stocked by the system components. 
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The Reactor of Rectifier 

There is a reactor with a water cooling system in the structure of converter. The current which 

is given to the charge is filtered by the reactor of rectifier. It prevents the circuit from high short circuit 

currents and a result of this, harmful positions as defective currents. Its function is: running the system 

in safe limits. 

Inverter 

The alternative current that is transferred to the furnace is produced by the inverter. The 

entrance straight current is transformed into the medium frequency alternative current by IGBT 

(Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors). There is a parallel resonance in the circuit. The target of this 

process is: The current that passes through the inverter circuit must be less, on the other side; the 

power that is transferred must have maximum levels. Its staff smaller than the other resonance types. It 

is an advantage because of the care and transmission gain. 

Inverter controls the frequency of exit AC voltage, related to the charge, and the amplitude. 

When there is a condition like insufficient charge; the amplitude of the exit voltage and frequency 

increases. Also when the charge increases; the amplitude and frequency automatically decreases. As a 

result of this, power is always stable. 

There is a beginning circuit to supply the commutation energy at the beginning in inverter. At 

first, this circuit runs for a short time and then it is off since the inverter runs. 

Inverter has the circuits which control exit voltage, phase angle and produce IGBT alert signals. 

There is a defense system about extreme voltages against exit voltage. It is needed for the system 

safety. 

Meanwhile; there are di/dt shock bobbin that limits the sudden speed changes of the current 

and as an adding; dV/dt protection that forms from RC circuits to protect sudden voltage impacts of 

the IGBT. Electrical worth’s of all of these staff are calculated by computers at design stage. 
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Power Capacitors 

Alternative current which comes from 

inverter reaches the bobbins at the furnace passing 

through the power condensers which are parallel to 

exit. Absorbed power increases if the resonance 

frequency is close to the voltage frequency which 

is applied to condensers and bobbins. In this 

position; L(inductance) worth of the bobbin and C 

(capacity) worth of the condenser are the factors 

that designate resonance frequency. 

Power condensers have the most suitable 

features for the system. Loss of lifetime which 

results from very much warming up; is at the 

lowest levels because of water cooling system. 

In a company; there are both much more technical information and hardworking personal 

necessity in the system which controls the power with in-out condensers in the circuit. However; at UBCO
induction furnaces which control power automatically, condensers are stable staffs. Nothing is needed 

for controlling the power. 

There is a PLC (programmable logic controller) for the purpose of using easily the system and 

running harmonious at UBCO induction furnaces. PLC reports both the failure and position at that 

moment. It is user-friendly. It informs to the user what it is going to do .Communication happens with 

PLC messages display. Display has two parts: user messages and failure messages. As we use the 

furnace; the directions are shown at the user messages part. Furthermore any defect about the machine 

running is at the failure message part. Thus user has the needed information’s about failure without 

any lost-time. It is possible to have detailed information about failure after reading the message 

carefully and learning the origin of it from usage and care book part PLC messages. 
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Electrical Safety Cautions 

WARNING!!! 

Safety precautions must be absolutely taken before the failure Works .Because induction 

furnace is a system that is controlled very big amount of power. High voltage should be considered at 

the failure Works because of 1000-3000V voltage according to the system converter type. 

When there is a failure or care work, converter entrance feeding and main power switch (or 

high voltage disconnected) are decreased and disconnected. Many precautions are taken about using 

power switch without personnel’s information at the failure or care work. (For example; a warning 

sign is put on the converter.) 

Arrangements like emergency-stop, ground electricity leakage are not ever cancelled. 

The measurement staffs which are going to be used at the failure work must have 

the suitable isolation worth. Measuring with the staff including series lamp, neon-tester 

etc. Can cause the accidents which result with deaths!!!! 

Touching any staff of the induction furnace without shutting down the exit energy is dangerous 

for the possession and personnel safety. 
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General Warnings 

Only people who are educated by UBCO staff can use induction furnace. It is dangerous to touch 

the machine except these people. Responsibilities about this subject belong to the customers.  

The metal which is going to load to the induction furnace for melting process does not have 

never any moisture. Corrosioned scrap must be used after drying; because it has moisture in its 

structure. Metal that is going to melt must not have a close-configuration. As known; the air in close 

containers (bottle, tube, can..) dilates and finally explodes. On account of this; using dry and non-aired 

metals are very important for the possession and personal safety. 

If the metals which cause harmful gases for human health (ex.: copper and its alloys) are 

melted, appropriate ventilation systems are recommended to send out these gases in a suitable way. 
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CONTROLS BEFORE OPERATING CONVERTER: 

Firstly; operate the outside water pump from the 

DISTRIBUTOR PANEL. Read the external water pressure from 

manometer. Outside water pressure must be 3-6 bar. 

Cooling Tower 

It automatically on or off between the 

worths which are regulated at the 

“Internal Water Heat”. 

Control the ENTRANCE FILTERS, if the pressure is low; if it is high, control EXIT 

COLLECTOR. 

And finally, after running internal pump (by pressing ‘INTERNAL 

PUMP ON / OFF’ button on control panel), control the internal water pressure 

from the insidewater manometer. The pressure must be higher than 1.5 bar. 

Absolutely do these controls before operating the furnace!!!   
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Operate the HYDRAULIC CENTRE from DISTRIBUTION PANEL. Control the level of 

hydraulic grease. Lift and bring down the FURNACE (or furnaces) by means of the handles at the 

HYDRAULIC CENTRE. Observe if it runs normally or not. 

After lifting and bringing down the furnace; control if there is a leakage at the hydraulic or 

water connections or not. 

Run an eye over the lining of furnace .Look if there is an unusual corrosion and split or not. If it 

is necessary; mend the splits. 
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THE USE OF OPERATING PANEL: 

The whole system are controlled the PLC control panel with microprocessor-based on 

converter unit. The PLC Message Display which is on control panel gives information about the status 

of the system. Information on the current status and error messages displayed by the system 

automatically changes. 

In addition, the earth-leakage value of the system and the instantaneous power (kW) is 

indicated to the user with two separate indicators. 

Controlling of system is provided by control buttons which are on the control panel.  
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PLC MESSAGE DISPLAY : 

It shows the information and error messages. Information and error messages, instantly appears 

on the display according to the PLC. 

When the first energy is given to the system, ‘UBCO ELEKTROMEKANIK’ is shown on 

display. 

After this message, if you do not have any errors in the system ‘START INTERNAL PUMP’   

information message is displayed. 
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OFF 

ON 

POWER UP 

POWER DOWN 
INTERNAL PUMP 

ON/OFF 

AUTOMATIC 

SINTER 

EARTH 

LEAKAGE 

SENSITIVITY 

RESET 

CONTROL BUTTONS of PLC : 

System control was provided by using the buttons which was located on the control panel. In 

addition, the potentiometer of earth leakage sensitivity is located on it. 

OTHER DISPLAYS : 

Also, the system control panel has digital furnace power indicator and earth leakage indicator. 

Power display shows instantaneous power (kW) value on digital screen. 

Earth leakage display shows instantaneous percentage of earth leakage value on digital screen. 
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  Power (kW) Display          Earth Leakage Display 
          

START INTERNAL PUMP SCREEN: 

As mentioned above, when the first energy is given to the system, ‘UBCO ELEKTROMEKANIK’

is shown on display. Then 3 seconds later, ‘START INTERNAL PUMP’ is shown on PLC message 

display.  

   

After showing this message, run the internal pump by pressing the ‘INTERNAL PUMP ON / 

OFF’ button. 
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When internal pump is running, control the internal water pressure from the inside water 

manometer. The pressure must be higher than 1.5 bars. 

After the internal pump is on, the ‘SYSTEM OK’ message is shown on the screen about 3 

seconds. If this message is shown, it means that there isn’t any system error.  

                           

After ‘SYSTEM OK’ message, ‘SWITCH ON MAIN SWITCH’ message appears on PLC 

message display. 

‘SWITCH ON MAIN SWITCH’ message is shown on screen until the main switch is on. When 

the main switch on, if there is no error, the ‘RECTIFIER IS SETTING’ message appears about 3 or 5 

seconds. It’s meaning is that the rectifier is repaired by PLC. 
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START THE FURNACE SCREEN: 

After the main switch on, according to selected furnace (if the 1st furnace was selected),          

‘1
st
 FURNACE START’ message appears on the PLC message display. 

If the system has any error, the last error message appears on screen instead of ‘1st FURNACE 

START’. In order to appear furnace start message, all errors are eliminated. Information of error 

messages, eliminating errors and resetting errors are given next pages. 

STARTING FURNACE: 

Before starting the furnace, please follow the instructions under the heading of ‘controls before 

operating converter’. 

When ‘1st FURNACE START’ message appears on display, pressing ‘ON’ button which is 

on control panel, the furnace can be started. 
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After pressing ‘ON’ button on control panel, ‘1st FURNACE RUNNING’ message appears on 

PLC messages display. 

While the ‘1
st
 FURNACE RUNNING’ information message appears, the furnace is running 

with starting power value. If the furnace is running, the power value of the furnace can be changed by 

pressing ‘POWER UP’ or ‘POWER DOWN’ buttons.  

       

While the furnace is running, if pressing the ‘POWER UP’ button, the power is increased to 

maximum value of power. At this time, ‘1st FURNACE RUNNING POWER MAXIMUM’

message appears on PLC message display.   

The horn sound (3 times 1 second) is heard with this message. This is not for fault. This is for 

only warning message. 

While this message is on screen, if pressing ‘POWER DOWN’ button, the power is reduced 

and the ‘1st FURNACE RUNNING’ message appears again. 
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SHUTTING DOWN THE FURNACE: 

While the furnace is running, the furnace can be stopped by pressing ‘OFF’ button on control 

panel. 

     

When the furnace stopped, the ‘1st FURNACE START’ message appears on PLC message 

display again. 

WARNNING !!! 

Inside and outside water pumps approximately must be worked for 2 hours after shutting down 

the converter. Inside and outside water pumps must run together. After running 2 hours; for 5-10 

minutes water temperature must be controlled. It must be 40-60 0C. If the electricity goes off when the 

cupel is full of metal; follow the entrance water temperature.  

At the double shifted places; inside and outside water pumps are always run. At the single 

shifted places inside and outside water pumps are run 24 hours without shutting down for 1 month. It 

is run 2 hours before in the morning work-time and 2 hours after in the evening work-time for the next 

work. 
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SELECTION of THE FURNACE: 

The desired furnace can be selected by using ‘FURNACE SELECTION’ switch which is on 

hydraulic centre. According to this selection, the display message can be changed. (exp. ‘1st 

FURNACE START’ or ‘2nd FURNACE START’) 

LIST of USER AND FAILURE PLC MESSAGES: 

PLC messages show the failures on the converter and things that the operator is going to do. 

There are two parts of messages on the screen: FAILURE MESSAGES and USER 

MESSAGES.  

Besides the operator is warned by control panels in front of the converter and the horn with 

light and sound cautions. 

It is declared the meanings of PLC messages on the PLC screen and works to stop failures at 

the following pages. 

1. USER INFORMATIN MESSAGES of PLC : 

It tells the using steps for running the converter. It prevents from the time loss and possible 

failures. Detailed Information about what to do before running up converter or while it runs are given 

next pages. 
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EXPLANATION 

If there is no fault in the system; this message appears when entrance feeding voltage is given 

converter. There is ‘UBCO ELEKTROMEKANIK’ article is seen on display for 5 second.  

After this message displayed, ‘START INTERNAL PUMP’ message is wanted to run inside 

pump to circulate the converter cooling water and to run converter. 

EXPLANATION 

It is wanted to set up the main power switch because of the necessity setting up it to operate 

converter. 
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EXPLANATION 

This means: press ‘ON’ button to run converter and transfer the necessary power to furnace for 

the purpose of melting. If there is more than one furnace; the message of the chosen furnace comes. 

For example; 2nd FURNACE START. 

    

EXPLANATION 

     It shows that the furnace has started the melting process. 

EXPLANATION 

This message appears when the power is at maximum level. According to the charge at that 

moment FURNACE OVER CHARGED or FURNACE CHARGE IS LOW messages appear. 
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2. FAILURE MESSAGES of PLC : 

Errors and failures can be perceived by PLC momentarily. The failure messages are shown on 

‘PLC Message Display’. And also, the process to be done (flashing horn, main switch off, and stop 

the furnace, etc.), shall be performed by the PLC. 

PLC can be perceived more than one fault. Therefore, multiple error messages may appear on 

display, simultaneously. In this case, the PLC sorting the messages, the sequence number returns an 

error. This number from the bottom of the right to write the error message is written to the PLC screen.

Last error is displayed. After the elimination of it (if any), other error will be displayed. Number of 

errors, if there is another error shows pending. (Pictured above PLC, 1 error detected.) 

A failure message has many benefits to describe the faults from any reason at the electricity and 

water cooling systems and to find them in a short time. As a result of this system is not a puzzle 

anymore; the production loss from the failures is reduced to the lowest levels. 

The thing that must be done firstly is reading the PLC message carefully. Act according to the 

directions on the screen. It is never forgotten that the electrical systems can be dangerous for human 

health. So that any enterprise must be done by an expert. (Electrician etc.)During this process 

precautions must be certainly followed. When any failure message comes on the PLC messages 

screen; there is failure number which is from the right bottom of message. This comes with all of the 

failure messages. After correcting the fault at the display, absolutely press the “RESET” button. If 

there is no any fault, PLC will go to main screen. (FURNACE RUN or MAIN SWITCH ON) 
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EXPLANATION 

This failure message appears when 24 VDC inside feeding of converter goes off. The system 

reduces the power switch to prevent itself. The power switch cannot be set up without correcting this 

fault. Firstly press ‘RESET’ button to correct this. If it does not work, control the fuses of conv.         

24 VDC feeding source and entrance circuits. 
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EXPLANATION 

This error message appears when one of doors of convertor panel is opened. When error message 

appears, system protects itself and decreases the ‘SWITCH’. It should be checked that all doors of 

convertor are closed. Otherwise, switch cannot be adjusted unless this error is corrected. After 

correction operator should press ‘RESET’ button. 

EXPLANATION 

This error message appears when ‘EMERGENCY STOP’ button is pressed due to any reason          

(in emergency cases or while closing convertor normally). When error message appears, system 
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protects itself and off the ‘SWITCH’.  After error is corrected and emergency stop buttons are checked 

‘RESET’ button should be pressed. . Otherwise, switch cannot be adjusted unless this error is 

corrected.  

EXPLANATION 

At Two or more furnaces; the power switch which belongs to selected furnace is shut down and 

converter power is transferred to only this furnace. It is controlled if the ‘TRANSFER SWITCH’ on 

EMERGENCY 

STOP 
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or off and it is on the right position or not by the micro switches on the transfer power switches. This 

failure message appears if the power switch is not in the right position. When there is a message like 

this; block the converter entrance energy and control the air pressure of control power switch (there is 

always air pressure), frequency of contacts, any failures. Adding to this; control micro switches which 

perceives the position of power switches and celenoid valve which controls pistons. 

EXPLANATION 

This error message appears when invertor circuit is out of commutation. Possible causes of this error 

are: extended stove, metal contact with coil, short circuit in exit capacitors, break off in water cooling 

TRANSFER SWITCH 
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power cables, short circuit in any of IGBT, malfunction in feed-back transformer or fuse error of 

IGBT driver card. These kinds of errors can only be corrected by authorized technicians. 

EXPLANATION 

This failure message appears when the inverter exit voltage is over the limits. Probable reasons 

are: coming off water cooling power cables, too widen furnace, voltage waving except tolerances in 

network. 
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EXPLANATION 

This failure message appears when the isolation of power unit starts to break down or the metal 

slipped into the furnace bobbin. Earth leakage control unit is always active to control if there is a leak 

to the ground or not. 

If the value of leakage circuit is too high at the “Earth Leakage” screen, it causes to stop 

converter. When this fault comes, the main switch is off. 

Reduce the sensibility settings from the “EARTH LEAKAGE SENSIBILITY” button at the 

left-inside part of the inverter. If it still goes on; find out the reasons. The probable reasons:  slipping 

the metal into the furnace bobbin, disconnection in ground line, too humid places, new beated lining, 

water leakage from a split in the bobbin. 
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EXPLANATION 

This failure appears when the conductivity of inside cooling water increases. Usually it seems 

with a situation with broken down-ionizer. It does not cause to stop the system. It only warns the user 

about changing de-ionizer in a suitable time. If it is not considered, there can be blocks because of the 

electrolysis. When this message comes, never change inside cooling water, change the resins. 

Running the furnace with this problem causes corruptions in water and it is have to be changed in the 

end. After running the furnace with this problem; at the end of the week the furnace gets locked by 

PLC. And give CALL THE SERVICE message. In this position, UBCO stuff must interfere the failure. 

EXPLANATION 

This message appears when a situation like that: although the internal pump key is on, inside 

water pump does not work. Control the inside water feeding unit, fuses and thermic of pump      

engine. (Picture A-1) Power switch cannot be set up without solving this problem. This message                        
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comes when there is an extreme warming up at water cooling system of converter. This message warns 

the user when the water temperature in the line which contains one of the water temperature controller 

thermostats is over 50-60 
o
C. Control the blocks or warming up at converter water collector (Picture 

A2), thermostats which control the water temperature (Picture A2), pressure sensors (Picture A2) and 

the lines that contain one of the recors. Control the pressure from inside water manometer (PictureA3). 

Check input water by-pass valve of capacitor unit (Picture A4), water filter at the exit of external water 

pump, water facility and water level within internal water storage (Picture A5). 

Pressure Sensor 

Termostats Which Controls  

The Temperature of Water 

Termic and Fuses Of Pump Engine 

    Inside Water Manometers 

Inside Water Store      

Must Be This Level     

Picture-A 3 

Picture-A 1 

Picture-A 2 

Picture-A 5 

Picture-A 4 

By-pass valve of 

capacitor unit 
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EXPLANATION 

This failure message comes when there are blocks or extreme warming up at the condenser 

water cooling system. Control if there is a block or extreme temperature or not at the recors which in 

the line that contains thermostats, controller of water temperature at condenser water collector. 

Control the inside water pressure from manometers. Control the condenser unit water entrance 

filters, water installation, and water level at inside water store. 
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EXPLANATION 

This message appears when the water of furnace 1 is hotter than the arranged level at the 

thermostat or there is no enough water in fluidity switch. Control the External Water Manometers

and Furnace 1 Water Entrance. Control if there is any block or not. If there is nothing control the 

thermostat and cable. 
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EXPLANATION 

This message appears when the water of furnace 2 is hotter than the arranged level at the 

thermostat or there is no enough water in fluidity switch. Control the outside water manometers and 

furnace 2 water entrance. Control if there is any block or not. If there is nothing control the thermostat 

and cable. 

EXPLANATION 

This message appears in order to warn operator or repair operation and prevent electricity accidents 

when switch is not off while there is an error entailing switch off. 
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EXPLANATION 

This message appears when the absorbed current from entrance three phase is over the limits. A 

short circuit which may occur in rectifier or inverter causes this message. The system makes the 

inverter and main switch off as a safety process. As a result, it is avoided the harms at converter 

circuits because of the extreme current. When this message is seen; short circuit at broken down 

thyristor and converter circuits must be controlled, because it may cause extreme current. 

EXPLANATION 

This message appears when the voltage at the entrance of three phases is over the limits. The 

system makes the inverter and main switch off as a safety process. In this way, the inverter circuits can 

bring in over-voltage damage is prevented. When this fault message is been displaying, the transformer 

and the voltage comes from transformer should be examined.  
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EXPLANATION 

This message appears to protect the converter circuits, when there is no one or more of the 

entrance three phase voltages. When this message comes, network voltage existence is controlled. 

After entrance voltage turns normal levels, main switch is off; press RESET button and run the 

converter. 

EXPLANATION 

IGBT  is working as an inverter system. The error is due to overheating of IGBT blocks. This 

error cannot detract from the switch, but it stops the operation of the furnace to avoid damage to IGBT 

blocks of a possible. Blockage of the cooling water circulating in the channels of the IGBT blocks, 

IGBT overload or short circuit coil can be caused it. After inspection, if the error is resolved, return to 

the main screen by pressing the RESET button. 
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EXPLANATION 

Inverter (IGBT) output current exceeds the set limit value, this error message appears. Possible 

reasons, water-cooled power cable, leakage or short circuit, short circuit at output transformers or coil 

may be short-circuited. 
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MAKING A NEW LINING 

Refractor lining stuff that is used at induction furnace changes according to the melted metal. 

For example; as shown at the following table; acid lining (quarsid SiO2) is the most suitable stuff for a 

furnace with iron moulding, on the other hand at the steal furnaces base (MgO) or neutral 

(Al2O3.MgO) lining stuff is used. The most important point is suitability of melted metal and lining 

stuff. Act according to the producers’ advices about lining. Ask for detailed information about these 

linings from them. 

Lining stuff for various metals is shown at the following table. 

Moulding 

Type 

SiO2 Al2O3 Al2O3.MgO Al2O3.SiO2 MgO MgO.Al2O3 

Iron Moulding  

Steal 

Moulding 
 

Steal and High 

Quality Steal 
   

Iron alloys    

Nickel and 

Alloys 
   

Cobber and 

Alloys 
  

Aluminum and 

Alloys 
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General Warnings 

Clean the furnace and platform before making a new lining. Keep the lining stuff from water 

and moisture. 

Stuff for forging must have the features of tighten the lining. For this target a fork that has the 

threads like an iron stick and move easily between side-walls and template can be made. It is used to 

forge the ground and side-walls. Besides after forging the ground; to smoothen and bring to the 

balance; circle formed iron stick which has 100-150mm diameter according to the furnace can be 

added at the end of it. (look at the forging stuff pictures) 

Making the lining mixture; be careful about the possible pollutions in the lining mixture. 

Control with eyes before using it. Making it homogeny, mix carefully. 

Act according to the advices of producers of used linings. 

Settling Isolation Materials 

MIKANIT is recommended as isolation stuff for supply the heat isolation between lining and 

front lining of furnace. If isolation stuff except mikanit is used, it causes the negative effects on lining 

life, deformations in bobbins and ground; it increases the coming force to furnace ground and bobbins. 

For this reason do not use any stuff except mikanit. Always confer with UBCO when it is used. 

Control the concrete walls (front lining) if there is any split or not before putting mikanit 

boards. If it is necessary; mend it by the plaster equipment which can be bought from UBCO. 

Make a cylinder to cover inside of the furnace rolling the mikanit board. Attach it a suitable 

plaster. It must be plastered tightly to the front lining (concrete). 
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Preparation the Pattern 

It is made from iron according to the size of the furnaces. Change the sizes according to the 

given furnace sizes as it is changeable. 

During sinterlation process; put the holes that have 3-4 mm diameters with the 5-8 cm spaces 

for the purpose of getting out the moisture of the lining stuff. 

P.S.: Obey the given sizes because optimum worth are selected for pattern size, lining life and yield of 

furnace. 

If these sizes are not considered, yield of furnace decreases and deformations can be occurred. 

When a customer does not obey this instructor’s, all of the responsibility belongs to him/her. 
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The Ground Aerials 

The ground aerials must be put again in every new lining process. For this reason; put a ground 

conductor (aerial) with Cr-Ni alloy and suitable size to the upper part of the ground bolt under the 

furnace. 

After putting the aerials; control the down tip of ground bolt if it is connected with the body of 

furnace or not. 
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The ground aerials must be done at the repair lining, too for the safety of system. Otherwise the 

responsibilities belong to the customer. 

The connection between furnace body and the ground line must be done well. 

80cm×80cm× 0.3cm sized 

Copper board is put a hole with 1 m 

depth. A few carbon (coal) and 

CuSO4 is added. It is connected as 2 

different lines to the converters, 

furnaces and copper bar sized 2mm 

× 30mm or a cable sized 50 mm
2 

after the connection the hole is 

closed and thrown away water. 

At this line there is no connection 

except induction furnace. 

Forging The Lining 

Assure the equipment before beginning the lining process. (Vibrator, forging stuff..etc.) If the 

lining is forced by hand; it must be done with 2 or more people as it is a hard and tiring work. 

Forging The Floor Of Lining 

The lining stuff which has 100 mm thickness and is used before is spreaded equally to the floor 

of the lining. After that people who are going to forge it come around it. Each of them forges the lining 

stuff. After a certain period they change their places and go on the process. Then spreading some more 

lining stuff again and go on this work. It goes on until the lining thickness passes over the nominal 

worth about 30 mm. It takes 2 hours 
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Forging The Side Walls 

Firstly bend the tip of aerials on the forged lining in apposition that it touches the pattern. 

(Look at the Picture of side part of furnace) The pattern is put centrally giving no harm to isolation 

stuff. Triangle shaped wooden wedges can be used for putting centre process. (Be careful to supply the 

equal spaces between the sides of pattern and foreground lining of furnace.) 

Spread the lining stuff between the pattern and isolation equipment during the pattern with 60 

mm thickness. The equipment for forging the side walls of lining must be suitable for narrow places. 

Follow the process as told in the forging floor part. Each level is forged about 15 minutes. It stops 

when the lining thickness reaches less than 40 mm  

From the top of the pattern.  

A mixture that forms from lining stuff and glass water is used for the part which remains on the 

lining and pattern. The mixture must be always as possible as dry. To understand it, take some mixture 

in your palm and press it. If it does not stick on your palm; it is suitable to use. Before the plastering 

process; a few glass water is dropped strolling above the lining that is between the pattern and front 

ground lining. And after that a conical shape which has the centre of pattern as centre is given; 

plastering the upper side of lining with this mixture. Besides pouring part of furnace is plastered with 

this mixture. After plastering process; holes with certain spaces are made by a thin iron stick (spitting) 

on the under coated parts of pattern. Thus the air in the lining stuff goes off. 

Cinterlation 

Cinterlation of forged lining is the last process of producing. The metal can be put in the pattern 

and allows to melt. In this process; the most important point is, during cinterlation sending away the 

air in the lining stuff and keeping the shape of pattern without any deformation. For that case: 

changing at the temperature of cinter must go on with a certain speed. Too quick speed increase causes 

the pattern deformations. Increase of heat that is recommended by UBCO : 100   oC  in an hour for first 2 

hours, 150-180 oC in an hour for the rest of the process. Temperature of cinter is controlled by 

operating converter at low levels and quitting in a way that supplies heat increase for an hour. 
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Cinter Temperature
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Cinter thermometer, on the converter, is used for cinterlation. For this purpose; thermocouple is 

put in the middle of the pattern, tips of it is connected to the thermometer and cinter temperature is 

always observed. 

Thermocouple is got away from the pattern when the temperature increases 1000 oC. Otherwise 

it melts and cannot be used. 

After getting away the thermocouple; the temperature cannot be controlled with thermometer. 

So power at the converter is observed from the front part. After getting away the thermocouple; 

absorbed power at that time by the furnace is determined. Power is increased about %25 of this worth. 

Melting process is gone on with full power, when the melted metal reaches t 2/3 pieces of total charge 

of the pattern. After the charge melts fully, it is waited at full-force for 1 hour, too. After that 

cinterlation process is completed and the next step is moulding. 
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Filled Metal to Crucible 

Even if the crucibles produced by UBCO are filled from top as 75mm free distance, these can still get 

metal over crucible capacity. So, leave 75mm free distance when putting metal in the crucible. That 

makes longer life time of your crucible. If this level is exceed and metal is melted, some deformations 

may be occured on the crucible. If a customer does not obey that instruction, all responsibility of de-

formations belongs to the customer. 
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The Furnace Control Form 
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DATE 

MEASUREMENT 1st Week 2nd Week 3rh Week 4th Week 5th Week 6th Week 
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